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abstract
This article details a ground up intro to setting up a remote EJB and invoking a method from it.
This involves setting up your application server which for this article I used Wildfly. Wildfly is
a popular and highly portable application server that is well suited for this task. Unfortunately
setting up a remote EJB on wildfly requires many specific settings so this setup does not apply
to other application servers. For this article I assume that the reader has a good foundation in
Java and understands RESTful web architecture, Additionally I assume that the reader has a fair
understanding of how enterprise applications work using Java EE 7.

Figure 1: A typical remote EJB setup using 2 servers (Master and Slave)

before we begin First off, what the hell is an EJB anyway and why do I need it? EJB stands
for Enterprise Java Bean and it is a wonderful container that packages your code into neat little
blocks that can be deployed anywhere. If you are familiar with enterprise coding, or even coding
a large project, then you know how important scalability of your code can be. EJB’s allow you to
have the ultimate in scalability while still retaining or perhaps improving execution speed. EJB’s
get packaged into .jar/.ear files just like standard Java but are then deployed using an application
server, like Wildfly, to allow them to be called upon remotely.



1 setting up wildfly standalone-full.xml
The following 3 subsections of this document cover how to set up your standalone-full.xml file.

This is the main configuration file for wildfly. If you do not already have a working local wildfly
setup then you should begin by going through the tutorial pages here.

1.1 secret

xml

<security-realm name="ejb-security-realm">

<server-identities>

<secret value="Y2NhZXMx"/>

</server-identities>

</security-realm>

To start off you need to add a security-realm at the top of your standalone-full.xml just after the
extensions. Please note that throughout the standalone file the names of some items will match
others. This is necessary for wildfly to determine links between the different objects.

1.2 remote-mallorca

xml

<--! FROM THIS -->

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:remoting:2.0">

<endpoint worker="default"/>

<http-connector name="http-remoting-connector" connector-ref="default" security-

realm="ApplicationRealm"/>

</subsystem>

<--! TO THIS -->

<subsystem xmlns="urn:jboss:domain:remoting:2.0">

<endpoint worker="default"/>

<http-connector name="http-remoting-connector" connector-ref="default" security-

realm="ApplicationRealm"/>

<outbound-connections>

<remote-outbound-connection name="remote-mallorca-connection" outbound-socket-

binding-ref="remote-mallorca" username="uwe" security-realm="ejb-security-

realm" protocol="http-remoting">

<properties>

<property name="SASL_POLICY_NOANONYMOUS" value="false"/>

<property name="SSL_ENABLED" value="false"/>

</properties>

</remote-outbound-connection>

</outbound-connections>

</subsystem>

In the base standalone file there exists a subsystem with the remoting:2.0 keyword. Initially
it only has one default endpoint which is the default ApplicationRealm. You need to add a
section called outbound-connections which contains all the information about your connection.
The security-realm name must match the one we described in the section above, additionally the
names that you specify in this section will be reused elsewhere so make a habit of knowing which
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one is which. I used the name mallorca for my setup as the server which will be hosting my code
is called mallorca.

1.3 outbound-socket-binding

xml

<outbound-socket-binding name="remote-mallorca">

<remote-destination host="10.0.0.154" port="8080"/>

</outbound-socket-binding>

Lastly, at the bottom of the file there is a section called socket-binding-group. In this section you
need to describe the physical address of the server that will be hosting your remote EJB. The name
must match that described by outbound-socket-binding-ref defined in the section above. Typically
the port for this will be 8080 but if there is more than one .jar file deployed at this address it will
have different port number. Keep in mind that you will be deploying your server-side code to
localhost of the host server. This means that you will have to set up some routing on the server
side but we will get to that later.

2 master’s side application code
This code is all contained in the RESTful web side as described in Figure ??. For this application

I used a REST interface to call my remote method. To call my REST interface I simply used a line
in curl such as "curl -v -X POST http://localhost:8080/project-name/blahblahmethod".

2.1 @EJB

java ee
@EJB(name = "ejb/Distribution")

Distribution dist;

This tells us that we have an EJB and it is described by the Distribution class. However, this does
not resolve where the code actually exists only that we have one. The name reference in the EJB

annotation allows to manage what implementation we want to use. The Wildfly EJB container

will resolve this for us (next section).

2.2 WEB-INF/jboss-web.xml

java

<jboss-web>

<ejb-ref>

<ejb-ref-name>ejb/Distribution</ejb-ref-name>

<jndi-name>ejb:/webapp-ejb-1.0/DistributionImpl!some.package.webapp.ejb.

Distribution</jndi-name>

</ejb-ref>

</jboss-web>

We are using JNDI to resolve the EJB reference. The ebj-ref-name refers to the name

we gave to the EJB reference in the Java code and instructs the Wildfly EJB container to

perform a lookup with the URL. If the class is found, the Wildfly dependency injector will
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insert an instance to the remote Java code. The EJB naming and JNDI lookup is a quite

powerful and flexible way to manage access to remote EJB’s. The URL syntax is composed

like this:

for stateless beans.
ejb:<app-name>/<module-name>/<distinct-name>/<bean-name>!<fully-qualified-classname-of-the-remote-interface>

for stateful beans.
ejb:<app-name>/<module-name>/<distinct-name>/<bean-name>!<fully-qualified-classname-of-the-remote-interface>?stateful

app-name :
This is the name of the .ear (without the .ear suffix) that you have deployed on the

server and contains your EJBs.

module-name :
This is the name of the .jar (without the .jar suffix) that you have deployed on the

server and the contains your EJBs. If the EJBs are deployed in a .war then the module

name is the .war name (without the .war suffix).

distinct-name :
This is a WildFly-specific name which can be optionally assigned to the deployments

that are deployed on the server. More about the purpose and usage of this will be

explained in a separate chapter. If a deployment doesn’t use distinct-name then,

use an empty string in the JNDI name, for distinct-name

bean-name :
This is the name of the bean for which you are doing the lookup. The bean name is

typically the unqualified classname of the bean implementation class, but can be overriden

through either ejb-jar.xml or via annotations. The bean name part cannot be an empty

string in the JNDI name.

fully-qualified-classname-of-the-remote-interface :
This is the fully qualified class name of the interface for which you are doing the

lookup. The interface should be one of the remote interfaces exposed by the bean

on the server. The fully qualified class name part cannot be an empty string in the

JNDI name.

note: One useful way to find the lookup name of an EJB is to look at the wildfly logs

upon startup. There will be a block that describes all discovered LOCAL EJB’s. To get

the remote equivalent you need to change the java: prefix to ejb: so long as you have

the same deployment on both your local and remote. Also note that if you have your EJB’s

deployed inside of an EAR (Enterprise Archive) then you must append the name of the ear

before the name of your EJB in the lookup string. The syntax for a remote call inside

of an ear would then roughly follow the pattern: ejb:<ear-name>/<ejb-name>/<class-syntax(as

above)>.

2.3 jboss-ejb-client.xml

xml

<jboss-ejb-client xmlns="urn:jboss:ejb-client:1.0">

<client-context>

<ejb-receivers>

<remoting-ejb-receiver outbound-connection-ref="remote-mallorca-connection"

/>

</ejb-receivers>
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</client-context>

</jboss-ejb-client>

For this example we are trying to avoid tedious .properties files describing our endpoints.

This becomes difficult to maintain especially when you move a bunch of EJB’s to a new server.

So for this reason we just tell our web application that we might have some EJB’s at the

location described by remote-mallorca-connection in our standalone. This file belongs

in the WEB-INF folder of your web project.

3 slave side code deployment

3.1 standalone-full.xml

xml

<interfaces>

<interface name="management">

<inet-address value="${jboss.bind.address.management:0.0.0.0}"/>

</interface>

<interface name="public">

<inet-address value="${jboss.bind.address:0.0.0.0}"/>

</interface>

<interface name="unsecure">

<inet-address value="${jboss.bind.address.unsecure:0.0.0.0}"/>

</interface>

</interfaces>

The only modification that you need to make to the standalone.xml file from a base setup

is to change all occurrences of the localhost bind address (127.0.0.1) to (0.0.0.0). This

is great because it makes it super easy to deploy code on new servers.

3.2 Please Note!

The last thing that must be done on the slave server is to add a user. Wildfly is set

up to have 2 different types of users, Management Users and Application Users. If you

wish to access the Wildfly web console then you must have a Management User set up as your

login. If you wish to access EJB’s then you must have a Application User that matches

the user information that we put into the standalone-full.xml on the master size. If no

Application User exists then you will receive an unauthorized exception in your log file

only, and perhaps a null pointer in your code. To set up a new Wildfly user you must execute

the add-user script in the bin folder of your Wildfly server and follow the instructions

creating an Application User with no group info.
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